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Since FF' is parallel to P'R', the area of P'F'R'. is equal to that of P'FR', 
which has already been shown to be constant; whence 

F'P' x P'R'=rV'=2c', or V= 
r 

Substituting this in (3), we have 

4c 1 a = . Q. E. D. 

A NOTE ON MEAN VALUES. 

By E. H. MOORE, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics in the University of Chicago. 

A problem in averages or mean values usually reads thus: 
(A) Given a certain totality O[ b] of objects Ob, and a certain function f(Q) 

of every object ?b; required the mitean value fd2 of the f(tf) for the O's oj the total- 
ity d2[0]. 

If the totality &2[b] contains a finite number n of objects b -,b1, X 2 .... 

-then we have the formula 

n 
i? f(Ui) 

(1) f.2i=l_ 
n 

If the totalityd2[f] does not contain a finite number of objects, then the 
problem as stated (A) is indefinite. [The solution (1) cannot be directly gener- 
alized. To say that the number n is zo means merely that the totality L/[0] is 
without number, that there is no such number n.] 

To make (A) definite we must supplement it by an explicit statement of a law 
of distribution of the objects ?b over the totality Q[OI]. In the ordinary cases this 
law of distribution makes b depend uniquely upon certain m independent varia- 
bles u,, u2 .... urn, write it b=/ (uf1... um), in such a way that the totality 
fl[b] defines a certain totality ?2[u I ....um], and the function f(o) becomes f(t/) 
=f(u,....urn). Now if the m-ple definite integrals 

(2) Ioe the tt(Ulity I2-u ..... durn h a v defite meaning, (hte o th 

taken over the totality 1)[u,l .... um] have definite meaning, (whether or not the~ 
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integral can be explicitly evaluated in terms of the commoner functions) then 
a& the mean ff2 of f(fb) for this distribution of 0p over (2[b] we have 

(3) f 
' = 11 

As has appeared time after time in all periodicals having a department de- 
voted to mean values, when a problem is proposed in the indefinite form (A), 
different solvers introduce different laws of distribution, [each one the law 
appearing to him the most natural, or often enough, the law for which he can 
explicitly evaluate the integrals (2)]. These laws of distribution should be intro- 
duced explicitly as needed to make the problem definite. The possible laws of 
distribution are without number. 

There is no such thing as THE correct solution of a problem stated in the in- 
definite form (A). 

I make these quite obvious remarks for the sake of those persons who 
enjoy plunging into the whirl of the integrations without due meditation on 
the essential nature of the prohlem they are attacking. 

The University of Chicago, November 5, 1895. 

INTRODUCTION TO SUBSTITUTION GROUPS. 

By G. A. MILLER, Ph. D., Leipzig, Germany. 

[Continued from September-October Number.] 

SYSTEMS OF INTRANSITIVITY 3, 3. 

(a) By multiplying every substitution of one group by every substitution 
of the other group we obtain 

1. A group of order 36, viz: 

1 1* 
abc def 
acb dfe 
ab de 
ac df 
bc ef 

%This notation indicates that every substitution on one side of the line is multiplied into every one 
on the other side. 
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